All microarray data supporting the conclusions of this article are available in the Gene Expression Omnibus database with the accession number GSE81058 (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE81058>).

Introduction {#sec005}
============

In the vertebrate eye, the RPE is a monolayer of neural-crest derived cells located between the photoreceptors and the choroid. Dysfunctional RPE is involved in many retinal degenerative diseases such as age-related macular degeneration (AMD), Stargardt's disease, Best's disease and retinitis pigmentosa. For these disorders there is no (effective) treatment. One of the most promising future therapy options for RPE related disorders is cell replacement of the dysfunctional RPE.

Autologous intra-ocular RPE transplantation was previously carried out with limited success \[[@pone.0182983.ref001],[@pone.0182983.ref002]\], since surgical variability and complications remained high. Therefore, many studies in the last decade focused on the development and use of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) as a source for autologous cell replacement therapy. These iPSC can be differentiated *in vitro* towards RPE cells and used for experimental transplantation studies in animal models \[[@pone.0182983.ref003]--[@pone.0182983.ref005]\]. Recently, clinical stem cell/RPE replacement trials in patients with macula degeneration and patients with Stargardt's disease were started \[[@pone.0182983.ref006],[@pone.0182983.ref007]\].

Alternative strategies for retinal cell replacement are currently also being explored \[[@pone.0182983.ref008]\]. One of them involves *transdifferentiation*, also called *direct conversion*, the process of transforming an adult somatic cell into another adult somatic cell. With the acquired knowledge on differentiation of pluripotent stem cells towards RPE, the field of transdifferentiation has gained renewed interest. Humans have a limited capacity to transdifferentiate cells *in vivo* or spontaneously regenerate and restore their tissues and organs \[[@pone.0182983.ref009],[@pone.0182983.ref010]\]. However, several studies demonstrated that *in vitro* procedures could convert one cell into another cell type and thereby skipping the pluripotent state, using overexpression of cell-lineage specific genes \[[@pone.0182983.ref011]--[@pone.0182983.ref015]\]. Recent studies also presented new strategies, using criteria such as common cellular origin and developmental plasticity, to identify "the best possible" cell for transdifferentiation \[[@pone.0182983.ref016],[@pone.0182983.ref017]\].

In the literature, iris epithelium (IE) cells have been considered as potential starting source for transdifferentiation into the RPE and cell replacement therapy for several reasons \[[@pone.0182983.ref001],[@pone.0182983.ref008],[@pone.0182983.ref018]--[@pone.0182983.ref020]\]. First of all, both RPE and IE are neuro-epithelia with a common embryological origin (neuroectoderm of the developing optic cup). Next, IE cells can be obtained relatively easily through iridectomy in patients. Therefore, IE cells are a potentially autologous cell source, reducing the chance of transplant rejection. Finally, the IE seems suitable because *in vitro* cultured IE cells display a number of functional RPE features, such as the presence of tight junctions and the phagocytosis of photoreceptor outer segments \[[@pone.0182983.ref021],[@pone.0182983.ref022]\].

To improve our understanding of molecular and functional similarities and differences between the human IE and RPE, we conducted a new, in depth microarray study, comparing gene expression profiles and the functional annotations of these two tissues *in vivo*.

Results {#sec006}
=======

Similarities between the IE and the RPE transcriptomes {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------------

Following our previously published analyses strategies \[[@pone.0182983.ref023]--[@pone.0182983.ref025]\], we selected those genes with expression in the highest 10^th^ percentile for the RPE and the IE, assuming these genes to have the highest biological relevance. Using these files, the knowledge database Ingenuity attributed similar statistically significant biological functions, canonical pathways, and molecular networks to the RPE and the IE.

The canonical pathways attributed to the highest percentile of the IE and RPE are quite similar (82.6% of these canonical pathways overlap). Many pathways underlie normal cellular physiology, which are similarly expressed in both cell types. Both the RPE and the IE show epithelial related canonical pathways such as Remodeling of Epithelial Adherens Junctions, Epithelial Adherens Junction Signaling, Integrin Signaling and Aldosterine Signaling in Epithelial Cells. The top 20 of these pathways are shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0182983.g001){ref-type="fig"}. Biological functions and molecular networks yielded similar functional annotations and can be found in the supplementary files ([S1 Table](#pone.0182983.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Top 20 significant canonical pathways of the core analysis in IPA (Ingenuity) of most highly expressed genes of the IE and the RPE.\
P-values indicate the significance of enrichment for the most highly expressed genes from our dataset. P-values were corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg (B-H) false discovery rate. The upper graph (light blue bars) represents the--log(B-H) p-value of the RPE and the lower graph (dark blue bars) represents the--log(B-H) p-value of the IE. The orange line indicates the threshold of B-H corrected p\<0.001.](pone.0182983.g001){#pone.0182983.g001}

We found considerable overlap between the canonical pathways expressed in the IE and the RPE. However, we observed significant differences as well. Here, we mainly focus on these differences.

Differences between the IE and the RPE transcriptomes {#sec008}
-----------------------------------------------------

To focus on the most differentially expressed genes between the two epithelia, we used stringent selection criteria (B-H adjusted p\<0.001 and FC\>5). We report a set of 700 unique genes (3.6%) significantly more expressed in the RPE than in the IE. Vice versa, 488 (2.5%) genes were significantly higher expressed in the IE compared to the RPE. Tables [1](#pone.0182983.t001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#pone.0182983.t002){ref-type="table"} show the top 30 of these genes. For the complete lists of statistically differentially expressed genes see [S2 Table](#pone.0182983.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0182983.t001

###### Top 30 genes significantly more highly expressed in the RPE compared to the IE.

The genes that are in bold were shown to be enriched in the human RPE \[[@pone.0182983.ref026]\]. Asterisks mark the genes that might be present in our dataset by contamination of the mRNA on the photoreceptor-RPE interface or may be expressed to some extent in both adjacent cell layers (also see [Materials and methods](#sec021){ref-type="sec"}).

![](pone.0182983.t001){#pone.0182983.t001g}

  RPE                                             
  -------------- ------------------ ------------- -----------
  **RPE65**      **NM_000329**      **6.9E-05**   **167.7**
  PCAT4          AK056825           1.2E-04       146.1
  **SLCO1C1**    **NM_017435**      **3.5E-05**   **138.1**
  GNGT1          NM_021955          5.9E-04       136.3
  CNGA1\*        NM_000087          5.4E-06       131.2
  GUCA1B\*       NM_002098          8.1E-06       116.1
  **KIRREL2**    **NM_199180**      **7.5E-06**   **108.3**
  MIR124-2HG     AK124256           6.1E-06       106.3
  MAK            NM_005906          5.4E-06       98.5
  LINC00982      AL833006           1.7E-05       96.8
  **OPCML**      **NM_001012393**   **7.5E-06**   **94.8**
  NEUROD1        NM_002500          7.8E-06       94.4
  MPP4\*         NM_033066          7.5E-06       93.8
  **BEST1**      **NM_004183**      **4.3E-05**   **92.9**
  **ITGB8**      **NM_002214**      **4.7E-04**   **91.1**
  **DUSP6**      **NM_001946**      **1.3E-04**   **89.5**
  **LRAT**       **NM_004744**      **4.0E-05**   **81.9**
  NRL\*          NM_006177          2.4E-05       81.5
  RRH            NM_006583          1.9E-05       78.3
  RP1\*          NM_006269          6.1E-06       76.5
  SAG\*          NM_000541          8.5E-05       75.9
  COL8A1         AL359062           2.5E-05       72.9
  PDE6H          NM_006205          2.0E-05       72.4
  AIPL1\*        NM_014336          2.0E-05       70.5
  KIAA1189       NM_020711          1.7E-05       68.0
  LOC100507521   BX101632           1.6E-05       67.6
  SLC26A7        NM_052832          8.0E-05       66.2
  TMEM16B        NM_020373          7.5E-06       65.5
  GNAT2          ENST00000351050    4.2E-05       60.8
  SERINC4        ENST00000319327    7.5E-06       60.3

10.1371/journal.pone.0182983.t002

###### Top 30 genes significantly more highly expressed in the IE compared to the RPE.

![](pone.0182983.t002){#pone.0182983.t002g}

  IE                                      
  ----------- ----------------- --------- -------
  DCT         ENST00000377028   1.4E-09   128.5
  WNT16       NM_057168         5.8E-10   125.9
  GLULD1      NM_016571         2.2E-06   117.5
  PDE1A       NM_001003683      5.2E-09   104.4
  KLF5        NM_001730         7.3E-07   86.2
  AGXT2L1     NM_031279         3.4E-07   78.6
  ZIC1        NM_003412         5.6E-07   71.2
  CLCA2       NM_006536         6.0E-08   68.8
  C8orf47     NM_173549         2.1E-09   61.5
  SRD5A2      NM_000348         9.1E-09   60.5
  GJB2        NM_004004         3.1E-08   57.5
  MYOC        NM_000261         5.2E-07   55.5
  CPAMD8      NM_015692         2.5E-08   52.7
  GJA3        NM_021954         3.6E-08   52.4
  CRYGS       NM_017541         9.2E-08   51.8
  SFRP2       NM_003013         1.8E-09   49.9
  F5          NM_000130         7.5E-08   40.6
  FBP2        NM_003837         4.8E-08   39.5
  SNCAIP      NM_005460         7.8E-10   37.6
  NPFFR2      NM_053036         3.3E-07   37.4
  OTX1        NM_014562         2.3E-08   36.4
  WNT5A       NM_003392         2.1E-08   33.5
  TFEC        NM_012252         3.4E-08   33.0
  DSC1        NM_004948         3.1E-08   32.8
  LINC00403   AK055145          7.1E-06   32.7
  NTF3        NM_002527         8.5E-07   30.7
  GBP7        NM_207398         7.7E-09   29.7
  CRYBB2P1    BC047380          3.3E-06   29.3
  INDO        NM_002164         1.1E-06   26.9
  ADAMTS16    NM_139056         2.9E-09   26.9

Functional annotation of the genes that are enriched in the RPE {#sec009}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Functional annotation of the genes that are enriched in the RPE (significantly more expressed in the RPE compared to the IE) yielded 28 canonical pathways ([Fig 2](#pone.0182983.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, at least 4 of these pathways are directly related to the expression of the visual cascade: Phototransduction Pathway, The Visual Cycle, Retinol Biosynthesis, Retinoate Biosynthesis. Examples of genes that these different pathways have in common are *LRAT*, *RGR*, *RBP1*, *RDH5*, *RDH8*, *RDH10*, *RDH11*, *RDH12*, *RPE65*. For the complete list of the involved genes see [S3 Table](#pone.0182983.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Canonical pathways identified by Ingenuity for the RPE enriched genes.\
The left y-axis displays the--log of the Benjamini-Hochberg corrected p-value. The right y-axis displays the ratio of number of genes derived from our dataset, divided by the total number of genes in the pathway. The bar graph represents the -log(B-H) p-value. The orange line indicates the threshold at a Benjamini-Hochberg corrected p\<0.01.](pone.0182983.g002){#pone.0182983.g002}

Functional annotation of the genes that are enriched in the IE {#sec010}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Ingenuity assigned several canonical pathways to the genes in the IE specific dataset (significantly more expressed in the IE compared to the RPE) ([Fig 3](#pone.0182983.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Four of the five significant canonical pathways: Basal Cell Carcinoma Signaling, Human Embryonic Stem Cell Pluripotency, Wnt/B-catenin Signaling, and PCP Pathway have large overlap in participating genes. These include multiple *WNT* genes (*4*, *16*, *10A*, *2B*, *5A*, *7A*, *7B*), *FZD10*, *NTF3*, *PDGFD*, *TGFB3*. *GLI3*, *GLIS1*, *PDGFD*, *ZIC3*, *INHBA*, *SOX1*, *CD44*, *SOX11*, *SFRP2*, *GJA1*.

![Canonical pathways identified by Ingenuity for the IE enriched genes.\
The left y-axis displays the--log of the Benjamini-Hochberg corrected p-value. The right y-axis displays the ratio of number of genes derived from our dataset, divided by the total number of genes in the pathway. The bar graph represents the -log(B-H) p-value. The orange line indicates the threshold at a Benjamini-Hochberg corrected p\<0.01.](pone.0182983.g003){#pone.0182983.g003}

The fifth pathway, Aryl Hydrocarbon Receptor Signaling is a more exclusive pathway, derived from the highly expressed *TGFB3*, *GSTA3*, *HSPB3*, *HSPB2*, *DCT*, *GSTM1*, *HSPB7*, *ALDH1L2*, *NR2F1*, *TYR*, *FAS*, *ALDH3A1* and *CYP1B1* genes. For the complete list of the involved genes see [S4 Table](#pone.0182983.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Genes associated with established RPE functions in the IE and RPE {#sec011}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the expression of genes involved in well-known RPE functions in both the RPE and IE of the individual samples, we compiled a list of most important RPE functions. We determined the categories according to what we derived from our dataset described here, and found in the literature \[[@pone.0182983.ref027]\]: "phagocytosis of photoreceptor outer segments" \[[@pone.0182983.ref028]--[@pone.0182983.ref030]\], "visual cycle" \[[@pone.0182983.ref031]\], "secretion of factors and signaling molecules" \[[@pone.0182983.ref023]\], "light absorption and pigmentation" \[[@pone.0182983.ref032]--[@pone.0182983.ref035]\] and"transepithelial transport and pH regulation" \[[@pone.0182983.ref036]--[@pone.0182983.ref039]\]. Subsequently, we selected the genes known to be involved in these functions and investigated the corresponding normalized IE and RPE gene expression levels in all samples, resulting in a heat map for these entries ([Fig 4](#pone.0182983.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Heatmap for the expression of genes related to RPE specific functions.\
The normalized expression data are converted to heat map color using the mean and maximum values for each gene. The intensity scale of the standardized expression values ranges from dark blue (low expression) to dark orange (high expression). We added a hierarchical cluster tree that shows that the IE samples cluster together and the RPE samples cluster together.](pone.0182983.g004){#pone.0182983.g004}

Interestingly, we found a very clear and consistent distinction in normalized expression levels across all samples between the RPE and IE. Especially for the expression of "visual cycle" and "phagocytosis photoreceptor outer segments" we found a pronounced difference. Also the normalized expression of genes in "transepithelial transport" and "light absorption and pigmentation" are undoubtedly tissue specific. Only the "secretion of growth factors" has some heterogeneity, however a hierarchical clustering tree shows that, overall, there is low intra-epithelial variability.

In addition, we next composed a list of RPE expressed genes that were previously implicated in normal RPE function and/or retinal diseases \[[@pone.0182983.ref039]\], which we provide in the supplementary files for the interested reader ([S1 Fig](#pone.0182983.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5 Table](#pone.0182983.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

There are a vast number of studies about the (promising) use of (pluripotent) stem cell derived RPE cells for transplantation use in degenerative disorders of the RPE \[[@pone.0182983.ref040]\]. However, instead of stem cells, several authors suggested to use IE cells for RPE replacement. Thumann et al \[[@pone.0182983.ref041]\] and Abe et al \[[@pone.0182983.ref018]\] argued that the IE and RPE have a common neuro-ectodermal origin and that an IE biopsy can be relatively easily obtained from the patient by iridectomy.

To investigate this idea further, we compared the gene expression profiles of the human RPE and the IE *in vivo*. We aimed to gain more insight into the (molecular) differences and similarities between these tissues.

Similarities between the IE and the RPE transcriptomes {#sec013}
------------------------------------------------------

The canonical pathways and corresponding statistically significantly enriched functions for the most highly expressed genes of the IE and the RPE were very similar.

However, there was also a set of statistically significantly differentially expressed genes. Out of 19596 unique genes, 700 (3.6%) were enriched in the RPE and 488 (2.5%) were enriched in the IE ([S2 Table](#pone.0182983.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is important to note here that the cutoff values we chose in this study are relatively strict to make the study as comprehensible as possible. Obviously, more relaxed comparison parameters would yield more, but less significant differences between RPE and IE.

RPE enriched gene expression compared to the IE {#sec014}
-----------------------------------------------

Prominent features among the enriched RPE gene expression are those implicated in the phototransduction cascade. Obviously, *in vivo*, the expression of these genes is most likely invoked by the activation of rhodopsin and, subsequently, the entire phototransduction cascade in the adjacent photoreceptors.

An alternative explanation is the presence of some degree of photoreceptor contamination in our RPE samples, which is unavoidable even when we use meticulous laser dissection technology. This may have caused the enrichment of the phototransduction cascade in the RPE compared to the IE.

IE enriched gene expression compared to the RPE {#sec015}
-----------------------------------------------

### Wnt signaling pathway is active in the IE, but not in the RPE {#sec016}

Ingenuity attributed specific canonical pathways to the IE that are related to the Wnt signaling pathway (Wnt SP): Basal Cell Carcinoma Signaling, Human Embryonic Stem Cell Pluripotency, Wnt/B-catenin Signaling and PCP Pathway. In general, the Wnt signaling pathway consists of a group of signal transduction pathways that regulate crucial aspects of cell fate determination, cell proliferation, cell polarization, neural patterning and organogenesis during embryonic development \[[@pone.0182983.ref042]\].

In general, Wnt SP expression maintains pluripotency and self-renewal in mouse and human embryonic stem cells \[[@pone.0182983.ref043],[@pone.0182983.ref044]\]. The activation of Wnt SP improves the efficiency of reprogramming of somatic cells, including retinal neurons, into iPSCs, both *in vitro* and *in vivo* \[[@pone.0182983.ref045]--[@pone.0182983.ref047]\]. This role is not only complex, but also time and dose dependent \[[@pone.0182983.ref048]\]. The Wnt SP is also crucial for the differentiation of pluripotent stem cells to RPE cells, but the impact on different stages of RPE differentiation from human embryonic stem cells is not yet well understood \[[@pone.0182983.ref049]--[@pone.0182983.ref051]\].

Nonetheless, the high expression of Wnt SP genes in the IE compared to the RPE suggests that the IE preserves (part of) its multipotent character during life. Indeed, a number of previous studies in chicken, rodents, pigs and humans also suggested the presence of multipotent neural progenitor cells in the IE \[[@pone.0182983.ref052]--[@pone.0182983.ref054]\]. The human IE can be cultured in neurosphere formation, displaying retinal stem/progenitor cell properties \[[@pone.0182983.ref019],[@pone.0182983.ref055]\] (and own unpublished observation). Finally, transduction and expression of only a few genes (*CRX*, *RX* and *NEUROD*) induced a functional photoreceptor like phenotype from rodents, primates and human iris cells \[[@pone.0182983.ref055]\]. Taken together, the available data suggest that IE cells retain, at least to some degree, developmental or functional plasticity, which may proof beneficial for potential therapeutic strategies for RPE replacement.

### The aryl hydrocarbon signaling pathway is active in the IE but not in the (aged) RPE {#sec017}

Our Ingenuity analysis showed a high expression of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) signaling pathway in the IE compared to the RPE. AhR is a ligand dependent transcription factor that regulates a cellular defense mechanism pathway against toxin overload in cells. Toxin overload in RPE cells may come from daily rhythmic phagocytosis of photoreceptor outer segments, oxidative stress and damaging light exposure. Several functional studies previously showed that the detoxifying AhR pathway is also active in human RPE, but that this activity decreases with age \[[@pone.0182983.ref056],[@pone.0182983.ref057]\]. Indeed, our samples are derived from older donors, which might explain the relatively low expression of genes involved in AhR signaling in RPE samples. Interestingly, Esfandiary \[[@pone.0182983.ref058]\] et al found an association between detoxification genes, including AhR, and AMD. These data were supported by studies on a AhR-/- mice which presented features of AMD pathogenesis, including thick focal and diffuse sub-RPE deposits, regions of retinal hyper- and hypopigmentation as well as RPE degeneration \[[@pone.0182983.ref057],[@pone.0182983.ref059],[@pone.0182983.ref060]\].

Combining our data with those of the literature, older IE cells and relatively young RPE cells show high AhR related expression and detoxification functionalities, whereas older RPE cells do not. It is tempting to speculate here that older IE cells maintain specific detoxification capacities during life, whereas the corresponding RPE does not.

Well-known RPE functions {#sec018}
------------------------

For further insight in the presence or absence of potential RPE functionalities in the IE we analyzed a number of well-known RPE specific functions.

For a limited number of RPE functions ("visual cycle", "phagocytosis of photoreceptor outer segments", "transepithelial transport" and "light absorption and pigmentation") the underlying genes follow a unique and characteristic differential expression pattern in the RPE or in the IE across all donor eyes ([Fig 4](#pone.0182983.g004){ref-type="fig"}). One might thus argue that these functionalities are not present in the IE cells and may (have to) be invoked upon transformation of IE cell to RPE cell. Previous studies have shown that both human IE and RPE cells can be maintained and expanded *in vitro* \[[@pone.0182983.ref061]--[@pone.0182983.ref063]\], and are then able to phagocytize photoreceptor outer segments when provided in the medium \[[@pone.0182983.ref064]\]. In addition, cultured autologous IE cells were previously transplanted in monkeys, and they were able to phagocytize photoreceptor outer segments even 6 months after transplantation \[[@pone.0182983.ref065]\]. This support the flexibility of the IE cells to take on RPE functions, depending on microenvironmental factors.

For other RPE functions (secretion of growth factors, light absorption and pigmentation) gene expression is more heterogeneous across the IE and RPE samples, without disturbing the normal functions of the tissues in these individuals. Thus these functions may either be not fully specific or redundant in the IE or RPE.

Our IE-RPE microarray results compared to the literature {#sec019}
--------------------------------------------------------

To our knowledge, only one other microarray study in the literature addressed potential gene expression similarities and differences between human IE and RPE: Cai and coworkers \[[@pone.0182983.ref066]\] concluded that there are major differences in gene expression profiles of IE and RPE, including lack of expression in IE of genes known to be critical for RPE function. Also they concluded that the native IE gene expression profile and corresponding functionalities may be a potential obstacle for successful subretinal transplantation. In our current study, we explored IE and RPE gene expression in a much larger dataset (we measured more than seven times the amount of gene probes), and we included extensive bioinformatics as well as functional annotation. For detailed technical and statistical differences between the study of Cai et al and our study, see [S2 Fig](#pone.0182983.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Our data and analysis partly support and extend the conclusions of Cai and coworkers.

Besides large similarities, we also find major differences in gene expression profiles between IE and RPE. We estimate these differences to affect at least 6.1% of the transcriptome. This appears not be a large difference, if we consider the findings of Van Soest et al \[[@pone.0182983.ref067]\], who concluded that the transcriptome differences between macular and peripheral RPE were 2--3%. Nonetheless, such difference in transcriptomes and related functionalities may be an obstacle for direct transplantation.

A number of new findings and considerations from our study may be of interest:

1.  The IE and RPE show many similarities based on their gene expression profiles.

2.  The aryl hydrocarbon signaling pathway is active in the IE and young RPE, but not in the (aged) RPE \[[@pone.0182983.ref057]\]. This may represent a difference in detoxification capacity between the two tissues.

3.  The high activity of Wnt SP may reflect the multipotent character of IE cells. This could be of interest to studies that will further investigate IE's therapeutic potential.

Summary and conclusions {#sec020}
=======================

In conclusion, our study provides in depth analysis of the gene expression profiles of the IE and the RPE. We analyzed these profiles to determine and report the differences and similarities between the two related tissues. Our data may be useful in the further exploration of IE as a potential source for regenerative medicine for RPE degeneration.

Materials & methods {#sec021}
===================

Ethics statement {#sec022}
----------------

This study was performed in agreement with the declaration of Helsinki on the use of human material for research. The human donor eyes were obtained from the Netherlands Brain Bank (NBB) (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The NBB obtained permission (informed consent) from the donors for enucleation of the eyes and to use the eyes for scientific purposes. All procedures of the NBB have been approved by the ethics Committee of VU University Medical Center (Amsterdam, The Netherlands) under the reference number 2009/148. All data were analyzed anonymously.

Tissue collecting and processing {#sec023}
--------------------------------

We selected 5 donor eyes (3 male, 2 female). Donors were aged 49 to 73 at time of death. Donors were selected for not having any ophthalmic disorder or malignancy, ocular abnormalities on visual or histological inspection, drusen and poor morphology \[[@pone.0182983.ref023]\]. Globes were enucleated and snap-frozen between 10 and 22 hours post mortem. The eyes were stored at -80C until use. For full details see [S6 Table](#pone.0182983.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. From each donor eye we collected both the IE and the RPE in order to reduce genetic variation in our study design.

To collect the RPE, a macular fragment of 16mm^2^ with the fovea in its center was cut from the retina.12uM Sections from the macular area were used to isolate the RPE cells \[[@pone.0182983.ref067]\]. The sections were dehydrated with ethanol and air-dried before micro dissection. To minimize cellular cross-contamination in our procedure, we used the meticulous laser dissection microscope to cut the RPE monolayer specifically (PALM Carl Zeiss, MicroImaging GmbH, Munich, Germany). Nonetheless, considering the proximity and interactivity of the photoreceptors and the RPE, the chance of some contamination of adjacent cell layers is very high. This has been previously observed and extensively discussed elsewhere \[[@pone.0182983.ref023],[@pone.0182983.ref067]\].

To collect the IE, the anterior part of the eye was excised at the level of the ora serrata. This anterior part was snap frozen in isopentane in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80C. We removed the ciliary body from the anterior part to expose the iris. While keeping the eye frozen we scraped and collected the iris epithelium with forceps, detaching it from the stroma.

When we collected and select our samples, specificity of the tissue and integrity of the RNA are most important to ensure valid results. We used different techniques to collect the IE and the RPE, which is necessary for the specificity of the tissues.

To ensure that our findings are a reflection of a clear difference between IE and RPE and that the variance within sample groups is less than between, we conducted a principal component analysis ([S3 Fig](#pone.0182983.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The first component separates the IE samples from the RPE samples and explains 89% of the total variance in the data. In addition we made an overview of the measured expression levels of possible photoreceptor contaminating genes ([S7 Table](#pone.0182983.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4 Fig](#pone.0182983.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

RNA isolation, amplification and labelling procedures were carried out essentially as described elsewhere \[[@pone.0182983.ref024]\]. High quality RNA is challenging with postmortem ocular tissues, compared to isolating RNA from fresh cell cultures. Postmortem changes of the RNA can be determined by measuring its integrity. Given the lengthy procedures of sample selection, procedure and extensively quality controls, we included a limited number of the "very best samples" in our microarray analysis. To clarify: If RNA integrity was compromised in either the IE or RPE, no samples of this donor eye were used. We always used both IE and RPE from the same eye to minimize the variance. Quality of the total RNA was checked with a Bioanalyzer assay (RNA 6000 Pico Kit, Agilent Technologies, Amstelveen, The Netherlands). The RIN values of the tRNA ranged from 5.1 to 9 and the peak of the fragment length of the aRNA samples varied between 700 and 900nt ([S5 Fig](#pone.0182983.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In our microarray study we used a common reference design. As a common reference we used RNA from human RPE/choroid that was used in previous and on-going gene expression analyses in our lab \[[@pone.0182983.ref024],[@pone.0182983.ref025],[@pone.0182983.ref068]\]. The common reference was prepared from human RPE/choroid RNA that was isolated, amplified using the same methodology as our experimental samples, and labelled with Cy3 (Cy3 mono-reactive dye pack, GE Healthcare UK, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK). See Janssen et al \[[@pone.0182983.ref024]\] for a more detailed description of the laser dissection procedures, RNA processing and microarray procedures.

Microarray data analysis {#sec024}
------------------------

The microarray data were extracted using Agilent Feature Extraction Software (Agilent Technologies, version 9.5.3.1), see [S6 Fig](#pone.0182983.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Raw data were imported into R (version 2.14.0 for Windows, R Development Core Team, 2009) using the Bioconductor package LIMMA. Background correction was performed using the "normexp" method with an offset of 10 to adjust the foreground signal without introducing negative values. The resulting log-ratios were transformed using intensity-dependent loess normalization. We further normalized the average intensities across arrays using the aquantile method \[[@pone.0182983.ref069]\]. The microarray data is available in the Gene Expression Omnibus database with the accession number GSE81058. We ranked the normalized intensities in the Cy5 channel corresponding to the experimental samples. Based on these ranks we divided the normalized intensities in bins corresponding to the highest 10 percentile, the 50th-- 90^th^ percentile, 10^th^-50^th^ percentile and lowest 10^th^ percentile.

Genes that are differentially expressed between the RPE and the IE were identified on the normalized log-ratios using a linear model with patient as blocking factor. Significant differences were determined using Bayes moderated paired t-statistics (package LIMMA). Resulting p-values were corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg False Discovery Rate adjustment. We used stringent statistical analysis and the paired t test to determine those IE-RPE differences that overcome the variation between the individual donors. To identify explicit differences between the IE and the RPE we used cutoff values of a fold change (FC) \>5 and a p-value\<0.001. We selected these stringent cutoff values because with the initial selection criteria of FC\>2.5 and a p-value\<0.001 we found 1277 genes enriched in the IE and 1581 genes in the RPE and we wanted to analyse the most significant differences between the IE and RPE, instead of less significant differences that are probably based on overlapping gene involvement in multiple functionalities. The genes derived from this analysis are referred to as "Significantly highly expressed in the IE" and "significantly highly expressed in the RPE".

Functional annotation was done in IPA, Ingenuity (Ingenuity Systems, version 24718999, assessed at September 14^th^, 2015). To present the results as comprehensive as possible we highlighted the Ingenuity canonical pathways only because they depict the most simple and straightforward representation of our data and functionalities. The associated biological functions and diseases are described in the supplementary files ([S1](#pone.0182983.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0182983.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). To visualize the normalized expression data for the RPE specific functions we used the GENE-E software \[[@pone.0182983.ref070]\]. We made use of the hierarchical clustering function, using a Pearson correlation metric, to visualize the variation within our sample sets.

Confirmation of microarray results {#sec025}
----------------------------------

We confirmed our microarray data with sqRT-PCR, see [Fig 5](#pone.0182983.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S7 Fig](#pone.0182983.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the photos of the gel electrophoresis. For a detailed description of the sqRT-PCR, see Janssen et al \[[@pone.0182983.ref024]\]. In short, sqRT-PCR was carried out using intron-spanning primers on cDNA from IE and RPE, using up to 5 biological replicates. To minimize effects of RNA degradation artefacts in the human post mortem samples, we generated primers near the 3'end of the gene. We quantified the gene expression in ImageJ and normalized expression by comparing it to the measured expression of housekeeping gene GAPDH.

![Confirmation of microarray results by sqRT-PCR.\
We used GAPDH as the housekeeping gene to normalize the gene expression of the IE and RPE samples. We depict the median and standard deviation for RPE samples in light blue, IE samples in dark blue. We selected genes that were highly expressed in the RPE (*ITGB8*, *PXN*, *IMPDH1*, *RDH10*, *RPE65*, *LRAT*), highly in the IE (*KLF5*, *ZIC*, *PDGFRA*, *WNT4*, *WNT16*, *FZD10*, *TGFB3*, *ALDH3A1*, *NEDD8*) and in both groups (*SOD1*, *ITGAV*, *RLBP1*). We find 89% (16 of the 18 genes) to be in agreement with the microarray results, only *PXN* and *RLBP1* give a different result.](pone.0182983.g005){#pone.0182983.g005}
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###### Heatmap for the expression of genes involved in disorders of the RPE.

(TIF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Technical and statistical differences between the study of Cai et al and our study.

(TIF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Principal component analysis of the RPE and IE samples.

(TIFF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Mean expression and standard deviation of the measured expression of photoreceptor genes in the RPE and IE samples.

(TIFF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Overview of the RNA quality control for our samples.

(TIF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Quality control reports of the microarrays.

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Gel images of the RT-PCR experiment to validate the microarray.

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Biological functions and molecular networks of the highest 10 percentile of the RPE and IE.

(XLS)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Significantly differentially expressed genes with FC5.

(XLS)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Canonical pathways of RPE enriched genes.

(XLS)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Canonical pathways of IE enriched genes.

(XLSX)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Expression of genes in the IE and RPE that are involved in genetic retinal diseases originating in the RPE.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Background information donor eyes.

(XLS)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Mean expression and standard deviation of the measured expression of photoreceptor genes.

(XLS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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